
 Definition Let fxctl.tt be a continuous time stochastic

process with discrete state space 2 The process is

a Markov chain Markov process if for too

xestt jlxctl isxctnl xnsxctn s xn.is Yet х

xcsttl jlxcs.tl
for all of t stat tntsssttandij.sn xn E 2

5 t.PL VCS I XCtu xnsxctn.se sent Ха х 0

If we also have that probabilities BCXCS.tt JI XIs i

are independent of S then such Markov chain is called

time homogeneous homogeneous has stationary homogeneous

transition probabilities

Example Let INA to be a Poisson process homogeneous

with rate П This process has independent and

stationary increments Let us show that INA to is

a Markov chain Take arbitrary oft stat chase tts

states has shut leg so that

PINCH n Nite he Ncs i 0 and consider

FINISH J Net n Nita n NCS I

FINISH J Net n Nita n Ncs i

PINCH n Nita n Ncs i

PINA n Nita Nite n n Nite Nctk i nn nk l.ms Note i a Nest NessJ I

Nitish Nita Nit n n Nita Nitin he nun Nis Nite i n



PC Nith n Nis NAH I пĸ 12 Nest Nis J I

PC NHI n Nis NAH I пĸ

PCNesttl Nest
g I.IE does not depend ons

Similarly

DC Notts JI Nishi III ё

This implies that Nit too is a continuous time Markov chain

Remark In the example above we found

PC Nats JI NCS L

for j i Obviously since Net t.to is a

non decreasing process by definition it is a counting

process
PC Witts JING I о

if i j Whence we have that for all t.se

tie if jai
PC Nets JI Ness I

0 if jai



Consider Illit trot homogeneous Markovchain and assume that Xie i

Т inflate Xiu i

i я I is the point of time when the process leaves state

i We then set s too and consider

T set Ti g Xiu i of us sett Xiu i о sues

PC Xiu i ssussttlxiul i.es uss

PCxiul i.ssuss.tt xcss i fifty
PC Xen I osu.at X1o c homogeneous

PC Xiu i о suet

ЕСТ t

This implies that Ti is remorseless Lecture 14

Ti is exponentially distributed

Assume that Xlr i and define
Т inflate Kittu I

i e Tier is the moment of time when 2x it tho

leaves the state i Then just as above

PCT Stt Tss Tst Ti is also an exponential 5 v

Definition alternative definition of a Markov chain

A continuous time Markov chain with stationary homogeneous

transition probabilities and discrete state space Х

is a stochasti processsu.ch that

I the times spent in different states are independent
random variables because of Markov property



His the amount of time spent in state ie X is

exponentially distributed with some mean Vi I because

of Markov property and stationary
lili when the process leaves state is it enters state j

with some transition probability Qing where

Qi O IE X

Qij s.ie 2
JEX

0 Transitions follow a discrete time Markov chain

Example6.1 A shoe Shine Shop Consider a Markov chain

with state space 10 1,23 where

State 0 No customer

States Customer sits on chair 2 where their

shoes are cleaned and the polish is applied

Stated Customer sits on chair 2 where the polish
is busted

V15 0 in this state customers arrive in accordance

to a Poisson process with rate 7 The time spent
in this state is Tor exp 12 Then the process transits

to state 1 with probability Qo 1



Xlt 1 The time spent in this state is T и exp М
Then the process transits to state 2 with probability

1,2 1

Xiu 1 The time spent in this state is T exp мг
Then the process transits to state 0 with probapili.ly

г 1 and the process repeats the same cycle

a
1 0 о

the built in discrete time Markov chain is periodic with

a period 3 Despite that the continuous time

Marka chain xcts.to will have a well defined

limiting distribution



6.3 Birth and Death processes

A Birth and Death Process xits.to has state space

Х 40 1,2 Assume that kit n 0 Then the next

transition is determined as follows

Sample random variables V explain Ww expend

independent of each other with respective outcomes

and w

if raw then the process transits to state

nts at time ttv i e Kttv ntn this is

called a birth

if war then the process transits to state n 1

at time ftw i e Kttv n 1 this is called a

death

When Xlt O only births are possible so in this

case we assume that WIN which corresponds to

the rate no being Zero and Pan 1

The transition either a birth or a death happens

at time U min U N exp Cantu Moreover

the transition probabilities for the built in discrete time

Markov chain

Print PCVCWI xfunsPn.nu PINCUS It



Example 6.2 Pure birth process Assume that hxits.to is a

birth and death process with

Ми о п 70

Хи d n 0

Since the death rate is zero this is a pure birth

process with constant birth rate 2 This implies that

the time between transitions is exponentially distributed

with rate X о fxctl.to is a Poisson process

with rate d

Example6.4 Assume that fxits.to is a birth and death

process with

Мы Мы for all 21

in dnt for all n 1

That can be interpreted as follows we have some

population of size Xlt at moment t each member

dies with rate M produces offspring with rated

and there is also migration with rate Q

We assume that V10 i and introduce

Met E XD

We want to find Mct by solving a differential

equation Observe that

Mittal IELXCtthIJ IIIELxctte.SI ХА



Since the time between transitions is exponentially

distributed the probability of more then one transition

in an interval of length h is 012 Hence we have

DCxcttaI Xctlt1IxitD IXstldt J.htoch

DC kitten Xlt 11 Xlt Nth och

Kitten Yet Xlt 1 Gatti хctinth toll

From this it follows that

IIIxctth7IXctsJ fxctytsJCxstlit l.htGst 1 жив
Yet ха ха it хам ht och

xctihtah xetlmhtxct.lt och
Xlt c n Yet ht ah och

i e

Metta Mit ci MMitlhthtochlMIctICX

MIMltItQ.Thisis a standard linear ODE that can be

easily solved if I M then

Mets Ce where С is

some constant In order to compute it we note

that Mco i C it Ей i e

Met Eat itf e
t

face Is isn't

If I M the differential equation becomes



Milt Q Mit Ott I


